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ABSTRACT 
  We demonstrated nonperturbative high harmonics induced by intense mid-infrared light up to 
18th order that well exceed the material bandgap in monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides. 
The intensities of the even-order high-harmonic radiation did not monotonically decrease as the 
harmonic order increased. By comparing the high harmonic spectra with the optical absorption 
spectra, we found that the enhancement in the even-order high harmonics could be attributed to 
the resonance to the band nesting energy. The symmetry analysis shows that the valley polarization 
and anisotropic band structure lead to polarization of the high-harmonic radiation under excitation 
with the polarization along the zigzag direction. We also examined the possible recombination 
pathways of electrons and holes by calculating their dynamics in real and momentum spaces based 
on three-step model in solids. It revealed that, by considering the electrons and holes generated at 
neighboring lattice sites, the electron-hole polarization driven to the band nesting region should 
contribute to the high harmonic radiation. Our findings open the way for attosecond science with 
monolayer materials having widely tunable electronic structures. 
  
 3 
TEXT 
  Research on generation of high harmonics (HHG) from atomic or molecular gases has produced 
coherent broadband radiation in the extreme ultraviolet region and attosecond pulses1,2. Moreover, 
HHG has recently been reported from several solid-state materials3-12. Nonperturbative HHG in 
solids can be achieved with a driving laser with a peak intensity as low as 1012 W/cm2, which is 
much smaller than that required in the gas phase, suggesting the potential for a compact, highly 
efficient attosecond light source. In addition, solid-state HHG can capture the electronic properties 
of materials as tomographic imaging of molecular gases has been demonstrated by high-harmonic 
spectroscopy13-15. High harmonic spectroscopy in solids shows the possibility of probing the 
electronic band structure as it relates to crystal symmetry and interatomic bonding3,4,7,10,11. A 
unified understanding of the mechanism of HHG in solids is necessary for the application of high 
harmonic spectroscopy. Although several theoretical models have been proposed for solid-state 
HHG in terms of interband polarization and intraband electron dynamics as well as their interplay3-
11,16-19, the underlying mechanism is still under debate. It will be important to gain an understanding 
of HHG in single-atomic-layer solids, because propagation effects such as the phase matching 
condition, which would otherwise obscure intrinsic features of HHG in bulk crystals, do not affect 
ideal two-dimensional systems.  
  HHG from monolayer graphene was recently reported20-22, and its observed anomalous ellipticity 
dependence was able to be reproduced by a fully quantum mechanical theory in which both 
intraband and interband contributions are included18. HHG was also observed from monolayer 
MoS2, which is one of the monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)23. Monolayer 
TMDs, which have a finite bandgap in contrast to graphene, have attracted much attention for their 
exotic properties such as enhancement of luminescence derived from their indirect-to-direct 
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bandgap transition from bulk to monolayer form24,25, extremely large exciton binding energy26, 
and valley pseudospin physics arising from inversion symmetry breaking and a large spin-orbit 
interaction27,28. Liu et al. found that the even-order high harmonics are predominantly polarized 
perpendicular to the pump laser and attributed this to the intraband anomalous transverse current 
arising from the material’s Berry curvature23. On the other hand, a recent experiment with an 
optical pump showed that the interband contribution dominates the intraband one in bulk ZnO29. 
Liu et al. also showed that the even orders of HHG are enhanced at much higher energies compared 
with the lowest exciton or bandgap energy, while the odd orders are monotonically suppressed at 
higher energies. The enhancement at higher orders and its relation to the perpendicular polarization 
of even-order HHG is not yet understood. 
  In this study, we systematically investigated HHG from four kinds of monolayer TMDs with 
different bandgap energies (MoSe2, WSe2, MoS2, and WS2) to examine the resonance effect and 
polarization of HHG in monolayer TMDs. By comparing the HHG and optical absorption spectra 
of the monolayer TMDs, we found that HHG is enhanced when it is in resonance with the optical 
transition due to band nesting, indicating that the interband polarization mainly contributes to the 
even-order HHG. A simple calculation that is an extension of the three-step model for electron-
hole pairs in solids shows that the electron-hole pairs driven to the band nesting region significantly 
contributes to the resonance enhancement, and anisotropic driving of electron-hole polarizations 
around the ! and !’ points determines polarization selection rules of HHG. 
 
Results   
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High harmonic spectra from monolayer TMDs 
We excited the monolayer TMDs by using mid-infrared pulses (0.26 eV photon energy, 1.7 
TW/cm2 peak intensity) and detected HHG in the near-infrared to ultraviolet energy region (see 
the Methods and Supplementary Figure S1). Figure 1 shows the high harmonic spectra from fifth 
to sixteenth order of (a) MoSe2, (b) WSe2, (c) MoS2, and (d) WS2 monolayers (see the Methods 
and Supplementary Figure S2 for the full spectrum up to 18th harmonics). We set the excitation 
polarization of the mid-infrared pulses in parallel with the zigzag direction (M-M (M=Mo, W) 
direction)  (see Supplementary Note 1). The polarization of the even-order harmonic radiation was 
perpendicular to that of the incident laser light, while the polarization of the odd-order harmonics 
was parallel.23 In contrast, when we set the excitation polarization of the mid-infrared pulses in 
parallel with the armchair direction, both of odd-order and even-order harmonics have parallel 
polarization to the excitation polarization.  Detailed results are shown in Supplementary Figure S3.  
 
Interband resonant enhancement of HHG 
Figures 2(a)-2(d) show the polarization-unresolved emission intensities of the even-order 
harmonics, and Figs. 2(e)-2(f) the optical absorption spectra. In the absorption spectra, the peaks 
labeled A and B are attributed to so-called A and B excitons, consisting of electrons and holes 
localized in the ! valleys in momentum space. In addition, the band structures of the monolayer 
TMDs have a band nesting region, causing van Hove singularities in the joint density of states30,31. 
The band nesting results in strong optical absorption at higher photon energies (labeled C and D 
in the figure)32,33. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the intensity of the 10th harmonic in monolayer MoSe2 
is larger than that of the 8th, and the intensity of the 14th harmonic is larger than that of the 12th. 
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Interestingly, the energies of the 10th and 14th harmonics coincide with the absorption peaks C 
and D. This is not only the case in MoSe2. Figures 2(b)-2(d) also show enhancements at the band 
nesting energies for WSe2, MoS2, and WS2. The observed enhancement in resonance with the 
interband optical transition strongly suggests that the interband contribution is dominant in even-
order HHG. On the other hand, the intensities of the odd orders monotonically decrease with 
increasing order as shown in Figs. 2(i)-2(l). However, if looking carefully to Figs. 2(i)-2(l), the 
shoulder-like structures are clear around the C and D transitions. This suggests that the 
enhancement should exist even in the odd-order harmonics but is hidden by the contribution from 
the intraband process.  The intraband process may show no resonant enhancement around the band 
nesting region. The experimental data imply that the intraband contribution is much larger than the 
interband one for the odd-order harmonics in the low energy region, but the interband polarization 
may substantially contributes it at the resonance energies. 
 
Polarization selection rules of HHG 
  The resonant enhancement of HHG indicates that the interband polarization mainly contributes 
to even-order HHG. The question is how the perpendicular polarization arises in the even-order 
harmonics.  The transverse current due to a material’s Berry curvature might not contribute to 
interband HHG.  Here, we will discuss the mechanism of HHG in monolayer TMDs on the basis 
of a semi-classical three-step model in solids. The discussion is fundamentally the same as the one 
on the polarization of high-order sideband generation in Ref. [34]. In our experiment, the incident 
light was linearly polarized; i.e., it was a linear combination of left- and right-hand circular 
polarized light. In the strong-field regime, therefore, electron-hole pairs are generated coherently 
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by Zener tunneling at the ! and !’ points in the two-dimensional hexagonal Brillouin zone. We 
will assume that electron-hole pairs are created when the electric field of the incident light reaches 
positive or negative maxima. Since the generated electrons and holes are accelerated differently in 
the conduction and valence bands, their motions are asymmetric in real space (Fig. 3c). When the 
electron and hole meet again in real space (the circle in Fig. 3d), electron-hole recombination 
occurs and HHG is emitted. The electron-hole pairs created at the positive peak field (# = 0 in Fig. 
3d) under excitation with a polarization along the zigzag direction (Fig. 3a) have anisotropic 
driving processes: those created at the ! point are driven in the ! − ' − !′ direction, while those 
created at the !’ point are driven in the !′ − ) − !  direction. This anisotropy in turn causes 
anisotropic acceleration and recombination dynamics in the K and K’ bands (0 < # < +/2, where 
T is the period of the incident light). The dynamics of the electron-hole pairs generated at the 
negative peak field (# = +/2) are the reverse of those generated at the positive peak field (+/2 <# < +).  On the other hand, when the excitation light is polarized along the armchair direction, the 
electron-hole pairs generated at the positive peak field and those generated at the negative peak 
field have the same dynamics in the K and K’ bands (Fig. 3e).  
Next, we show how the anisotropic and alternating nature of the electron-hole dynamics gives 
rise to a polarization selection rule for HHG. The electric field of HHG is the sum of the left- and 
right-hand circular polarized light: 
.HHG(#) = 34HHG(#)54 + 37HHG(#)57  (1) 
where	3±HHG = (3:HHG ± ;3<HHG)/√2 are the amplitudes of the 5± components.	  Here, we regard 
the > axis as the zigzag direction and suppose mid-infrared excitation with the polarization of the 
zigzag direction: .?@A?BACDE (#) = 3:(#) (54 + 57) √2⁄ . We only consider the ballistic driving 
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process for HHG since the electrons and holes losing their initial coherence do not contribute to 
high harmonics. We assume that the relative phase between electron-hole pairs generated at ! and !’ points is conserved in the whole process19. Even if their spin states change by driving process, 
the following discussion is valid when the initially generated, relative phase is not lost. The mirror 
symmetry of the system and the periodicity of the incident light with the polarization of the zigzag 
direction follows the relation (see Supplemental Note 4 for the detailed discussion): 
3±GGH(#) = −3∓GGH(# + JK)   (2) 
This directly gives the selection rules: 
3:HHG(#) = −3:HHG(# + JK)   (3) 
and 
3<HHG(#) = 3<HHG(# + JK)   (4) 
By considering .HHG(#) = ∑ .MM NOMPQ = ∑ R3:MST + 3<MUTVM N7OMPQ, equations (3) and (4) tell us 
that the odd-order HHG has parallel polarization and even-order HHG have perpendicular 
polarizations to the incident light. The polarization selection rules of the HHG obtained here 
explain the results of our experiment and Ref. [23].  We also obtain the polarization selection rule 
of HHG with the armchair excitation in the similar way (See Supplemental Note 4).  
 
Calculation of dynamics of electrons and holes by semi-classical treatment 
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To understand the resonant effect of interband HHG in the band nesting energy region under the 
zigzag excitation, it is worthwhile to know where the recombined electron-hole pairs are in 
momentum space. Here, we calculated the electron-hole dynamics in real and momentum space 
for monolayer MoS2 on the basis of the three-step model. The valence and conduction band were 
given by a tight-binding model without spin-orbit couplings35,36 (see the Supplementary Note 3). 
We supposed that the incident light in the calculation has a sine-like electric field with a maximum 
field of 27 MV/cm and a polarization in the zigzag direction (see the Supplementary Note 5 for 
the case of the polarization in the armchair direction). Moreover, we assumed that the electron-
hole pairs are created at the !  and !’  points when the electric field reaches a peak (at #	 =	0, +/2, +, …  in Fig. 3d) through the Zener tunneling process. The electron-hole pairs are 
accelerated by the light field and eventually recombine with each other by emitting high-energy 
photons. When the electron-hole pairs in the ! valley are driven in the ! − ' − !′ direction, those 
in the !’ valley are driven in the !Y − ) − ! direction (Fig. 3b).  
Here, we propose an extension of the conventional three-step model that includes quantum 
mechanical effects for electron-hole pairs in solids: the trajectories of electrons and holes in 
momentum space are calculated using the equation of motion for Bloch electrons: ℏk̇ = ]E, where 
k is the electron’s wave vector, q its charge, and E the electric field.  In real space, we should 
consider a wave packet of Bloch electrons or holes. The equation of motion should be ṙ =ℏ7`ab(k)/ak.  It is obvious that the wave packet can occupy any lattice site in real space due to 
the periodicity. Therefore, we considered several trajectories starting from different atomic sites.  
Figures 4a (4b) shows the real-space trajectories of the carriers generated at # = 0 at the ! (!’) 
point. The green curves indicate the motion of a hole generated at >/c = 0. The black dashed 
curves show the motion of electrons generated at several neighboring atomic sites around the hole 
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generation site (>/c = 0).  HHG emissions can happen when an electron and hole meet again in 
real space. For a hole generated at the ! point, there are four ways for it to recombine with the 
electrons, marked as circles in Fig. 4a. In this case, it should be noted that the hole recombines 
with an electron generated at a different atomic site. This would be a characteristic feature of HHG 
in solids.  For the hole generated at the !’ point, there are also four recombination possibilities, 
marked as circles in Fig. 4b.  By comparing the dynamics in real space with those in momentum 
space, one can determine the momentum and energy of electron-hole pairs at the recombination 
time. The circles in Fig. 4c represent the recombined electron-hole pairs generated at # = 0 in 
momentum space. The blue solid (red open) circles indicate the electron-hole pairs generated at 
the ! (!’) point, which result in an d4(d7) emission. The two pairs generated at the ! points 
labeled 2 and 3 are in the band nesting region at the time of recombination. The band nesting 
causes a large joint density of states in the C and D energy region, as shown in the absorption 
spectra (Figs. 2a-2d). The large joint density of states in turn causes a resonant enhancement of 
HHG at those energies (Figs. 2e-2h). Actual electrons and holes are wave packets with a finite 
uncertainty in momentum, originating from the uncertainty of the time at which the pair was 
created via the Zener tunneling process. Thus, if we think about the electron-hole pairs in the band 
nesting region (red open circles labeled 2 and 3) and the others, the former cause light emissions 
with a narrower energy distribution than those of the latter, which cause the resonant enhancement 
in the band nesting energy. Figure 4d shows the same kind of plot as Fig. 4c for the electron-hole 
pairs generated at # = +/2. A half period later, the dynamics in momentum space reverse and the 
electron-hole pairs generated at the !’ point reach the band nesting region. From the viewpoint of 
the polarization selection rule, the alternating nature of the dynamics in the ! and !’ valleys at # = 0 and # = +/2 is important. The interband emission process changes every half period of the 
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incident light; that is, light with the same photon energy but opposite helicity is emitted in the 
subsequent half period. As discussed in the previous section, the asymmetric nature of the 
dynamics in the ! and !’ valleys directly lead to polarization selection rules.  These insights are 
also confirmed using a microscopic HHG model (see the Supplementary Note 4).    
 
Discussion 
In summary, we investigated generation of high harmonics in monolayer TMDs. By comparing 
four monolayer TMDs, we found resonant enhancement of HHG with the interband optical 
transition due to band nesting effects. We also found that odd and even orders of HHG have parallel 
and perpendicular polarizations under excitation with polarization along with the zigzag direction.   
This comes from the asymmetric nature of the dynamics in the ! and !’ valleys.   Our findings 
give the important indication that the nonlinear interband polarization significantly contributes to 
the high harmonic generation in solids and opens the way for attosecond science with monolayer 
materials having widely tunable electronic structures.  
Methods 
Samples. The monolayer TMDs were grown on sapphire substrates by chemical vapor deposition. 
The monolayer flake size is typically tens of micrometers. The WS2 and WSe2 monolayers were 
prepared using the method reported in Ref. [37], and MoS2 and MoSe2 were purchased from 2d 
Semiconductors, Inc. The monolayer nature of the TMD samples was confirmed by 
photoluminescence and Raman spectroscopy. 
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Experiments. Supplementary Figure S1 shows the experimental configuration. A mid-infrared 
femtosecond laser pulse was generated using a differential frequency generation (DFG) 
configuration consisting of a combination of a Ti:sapphire based regenerative amplifier (800 nm 
center wavelength, 35 fs pulse duration, 1 kHz repetition rate, and 1 mJ pulse energy) and a -
BaB2O4 (BBO) based optical parametric amplifier (OPA). The photon energies of the signal and 
idler generated by the OPA can be tuned from 0.84 to 0.98 and from 0.71 to 0.57 eV, respectively. 
The difference frequency of the signal and idler beams was produced in a AgGaS2 crystal, which 
yielded mid-infrared pulses centered at 0.12-0.41 eV. A long-pass filter transparent on the longer 
wavelength side above 4 µm (0.31 eV) was used to block the signal and idler beams. For the 
measurement of the power dependence, the power of the mid-infrared excitation pulses was 
controlled by using a liquid crystal variable retarder (LCC1113-MIR, Thorlabs) and a ZnSe wire 
grid polarizer (WP25H-Z, Thorlabs). The available photon energy of the mid-infrared pulses was 
restricted by the transmission photon energy of the long-pass filter and the variable retarder; it was 
0.23-0.29 eV. The mid-infrared excitation pulse was focused on the sample by a ZnSe lens with a 
62.5 mm focal length to a spot about 30 µm in radius. The spectral linewidth of the excitation pulse 
was ~60 meV in full-width half-maximum (Supplementary Figure S2a). Assuming a Fourier-
transform-limited pulse, the pulse duration was estimated to be 25 fs. The maximum intensity of 
the pump pulse at the sample was 1.7 TW/cm2, corresponding to an electric field of 27 MV/cm 
inside the monolayer TMDs, when taking into account the reflectivity of the substrate. The 
generated HHG was collected by a fused-silica lens (f = 50 mm) and analyzed by a grating 
spectrometer (iHR320, Horiba) equipped with a Peltier-cooled charge-coupled device camera 
(Syncerity CCD, Horiba). The high-harmonic spectra between 1.1 to 4.2 eV including the fifth to 
fifteenth harmonics were corrected for the grating efficiency and the quantum efficiency of the 
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detector. The data around 1.55 eV in the spectra are not shown because there is a stray light in the 
experimental setup caused by the output of Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier. The full spectrum 
from the monolayer MoS2 up to 5 eV without an efficiency correction over 4.2 eV showed 
harmonics up to eighteenth order (Supplementary Figure S2b ). All experiments were performed 
at room temperature. The optical absorption spectra were measured with a scanning 
spectrophotometer (UV-3100PC, Shimadzu). 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1 High harmonic generation from monolayer TMDs. High harmonic spectra from a 
MoSe2, b WSe2, c MoS2, and d WS2 monolayers at room temperature induced by mid-infrared pulse 
excitation (photon energy 0.26 eV, peak intensity 1.7 TW/cm2). We set the excitation polarization 
in parallel with the zigzag direction.  The harmonics from fifth to sixteenth order are labeled. 
Figure 2 Resonant enhancement of even-order high harmonics. Intensities of even-order 
harmonics in a MoSe2, b WSe2, c MoS2, and d WS2 monolayers. e, f, g, h Corresponding optical 
absorption spectra of the TMD monolayers. The peaks of the A and B excitons are labeled A and 
B, respectively. The peaks due to the band nesting effects are labeled C and D. i, j, k, l 
Corresponding intensities of odd-order harmonics. 
Figure 3 Electron-hole dynamics of HHG in monolayer TMDs. a Top view of the crystal of 
monolayer TMDs. The brown dots are transition-metal atoms, while the yellow dots are 
chalcogenide atoms. The >  (e ) axis corresponds to the zigzag (armchair) direction. b Two-
dimensional hexagonal Brillouin zone of monolayer TMDs. The high symmetry, Γ, ! (!’), ) 
points are labeled. The electric field with a polarization in the 	> (e) direction in real space drives 
carriers in the g: (g<) direction. c Schematic diagrams of the real space trajectories of electrons 
(blue curve) and holes (red curve) driven by light field. The electron-hole pairs generated by Zener 
tunneling at # = 0 are accelerated by the electric field, and they recombine when they meet again 
(# = #h ). d Schematic drawings of electron-hole creation and recombination dynamics under 
excitation with a polarization along the zigzag direction. The electron-hole pairs generated at # =0 follow different traces depending on whether they were created at the ! or !’ point. Thus, the 
electron-hole pairs recombine at different times #` and #K (blue solid and red open circles in the 
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dashed orange oval). The electron-hole pairs generated at # = +/2 follow reversed dynamics to 
those created at # = 0 (red open and blue solid circles in the dashed green oval). e On the other 
hand, under excitation with the polarization along the armchair direction, the acceleration and 
recombination dynamics of the electron-hole pairs do not depend on whether the pairs were created 
at the ! point or at the !’ point. 
Figure 4 Semi-classical calculation of electron-hole dynamics in the real and momentum 
space. a Real space dynamics of carriers generated at # = 0 and the ! point under excitation 
with polarization along zigzag direction. The green curve shows the trajectory of the hole 
generated at >/c = 0, and the black dashed curves show the electrons generated at >/c =0,−1,−2,−3,−4. The possible recombination paths of the hole and electrons are marked as 
blue solid circles. b Same as a but for the carriers generated at the !’ point. The possible 
recombination paths of the hole and electrons are marked as red open circles. c Recombined 
electron-hole pairs in momentum space generated at # = 0. The electron-hole pairs created at the ! (!’) point are represented as blue solid (red open) circles. The labels from 1 to 4 correspond to 
those in a and b. The asymmetric features of the electron-hole dynamics in the ! and !’ valleys 
lead to different times and energies of recombination. Only the electron-hole pairs generated at 
the ! point reach the band nesting region. d Same as c but for electron-hole pairs generated at # = +/2. The dynamics in the ! and !’ valleys are reversed from those of # = 0 and show the 
alternating nature. Only electron-hole pairs generated at the ! point reach the band nesting 
region.  
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In this supplementary information, we provide supplementary figures for the Method section and 
several notes for detailed experimental results of polarization resolved HHG, power dependence, 
detailed description of the tight-binding band structure model, polarization selection rules with 
microscopic model and calculated dynamics of electron-hole pairs with the armchair excitation.      
 
I. Supplementary figures for the Methods section 
 3 
 
Supplementary Figure S1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.  
 4 
 
Supplementary Figure S2 Spectrum of a mid-infrared excitation light and b HHG emitted from 
monolayer MoS2.  
 5 
II. Supplementary Note 1: Polarization of high-harmonic generation (HHG) 
from monolayer MoS2 
The CVD samples had many crystal domains of monolayers, and their crystal orientations of 
the monolayer islands are not identical. We measured the harmonic spectra at the position on the 
sample where strong even-order high harmonics were observed; that is, the crystal orientation with 
respect to the polarization of the incident laser was optimized to maximize the even-order 
harmonics. Supplementary Figure S3 shows the polarization of the ninth and twelfth harmonics 
with the zigzag and armchair excitation. The odd-order harmonics are always parallel to the 
incident light polarization. The even-order harmonics with the zigzag excitation, where the even-
order harmonics are generated efficiently, are perpendicularly polarized to the excitation light, 
while those with the armchair excitation are parallel. These polarization selection rules are 
originated from the dynamical symmetry of TMDs under the strong driving field and are discussed 
using the microscopic HHG model in solids in the Supplementary Note 4.    
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Supplementary Figure S3 Polarization of ninth and twelfth harmonics under a zigzag and b 
armchair excitations in monolayer MoS2. The black arrows indicate the polarization of the incident 
mid-infrared light. 
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III. Supplementary Note 2: Nonperturbative behavior of HHG in monolayer 
MoS2 
Supplementary Figure S4 shows the intensity of the high harmonics generated from monolayer 
MoS2 as a function of the peak power of the excitation pulses Iexc.. The power dependence shows 
a saturation-like behavior, whereas it should show an !" dependence (n means harmonic order) in 
the perturbative limit. All of the observed, both even and odd, harmonics show an ~!$ dependence 
at the highest excitation power used in this study. The power dependence confirms the non-
perturbative behavior of HHG in monolayer TMDs. 
 
Supplementary Figure S4 Excitation power dependence of the high harmonic intensity 
from monolayer MoS2. Intensities of harmonic radiation of various orders from monolayer MoS2 
as a function of peak intensity of the excitation. The solid lines are guides for the eye, indicating 
the harmonic intensities are proportional to !$.  
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IV. Supplementary Note 3: Band structure of monolayer MoS2 determined 
using tight-binding model 
  The band structure of the monolayer MoS2 used for the semi-classical calculation shown in Fig. 
4 (Main Text) and Supplementary Figures S7(b) and S7(c) is given by the tight binding model 
developed in Suppl. Refs. [1] and [2]. The valence and conduction bands have the following 
equations. 
%±(K) = +,(K)-+.(K)/ ± 0/1[34(K) − 36(K)]/ + 4|;64(K)|/,     (S1) 
where 
3ℓ(K) = 3ℓ + ∑ 2;ℓℓ(?) cos(C ∙ ?)EFG ,						ℓ = J,K ,     (S2)  
|;64(K)| = L3 + 2 cosNOP + 4 cos QRS/ cos √$QUS/ .      (S3) 
The parameters given in Suppl. Ref. [1] are summarized in Supplementary Table 1. 
 
Supplementary Table 1. The parameters used for the band calculation taken from Suppl. Ref. [1]. 
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By using the obtained tight-binding band structure, we also calculated the group velocity ṙ =ℏY0Z3(k)/Zk, where r is the carrier’s position and k its wave vector, as shown in Supplementary 
Figure S5. This result was used in the calculation of the motion of the electrons and holes in Fig. 
4 in the main text. Supplementary Figure S6 shows the calculated joint density of states along the N − Γ − N^ trajectory in the reciprocal space. It shows divergence features at 1.8, 2.8, 2.9, and 3.3 
eV. The peak at 1.8 eV is derived from the bandgap at N and N’ points, and that at 3.3 eV is derived 
from the Γ point. The peaks at 2.8 and 2.9 eV corresponds to the band nesting region where the 
optical absorption and high harmonic intensity have the resonant enhancement (Fig. 2 in the main 
text). 
 
Supplementary Figure S5 Group velocity of electrons and holes in monolayer MoS2 for a N −Γ − N^ and b N −M− N^. 
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Supplementary Figure S6 Joint density of states of monolayer MoS2 calculated along the N −Γ − N^ trajectory in the reciprocal space. 
 
V. Supplementary Note 4: Symmetry analysis of polarization selection rules  
In the main text, the polarization selection rules of HHG with the zigzag excitation are discussed. 
Here, we derive the polarization selection rule from the microscopic model which describes the 
three step HHG mechanism in solids.  Using the formulation discussed in Suppl. Ref. [3], the 
interband polarization density a(t) can be written in the length gauge as follows:  
a(t) = cℏ ∫ efghi j∗(g) cℏ ∫ l;^jmg(;, ;^)n ∙ opqr(;′)tYu exp y−z ∫ l;^^ 3{mg(;, ;^^)n ℏ⁄tt} ~ + c. c. ,  
            (S4) 
g(;, ;′) = g + Äℏ Å(;′) − Äℏ Å(;).        (S5) 
Here, g is the crystal momentum, j is the transition dipole moment, eg is the transition energy 
from the valence to the conduction band, and Å(;) is the vector potential of the driving field 
satisfying opqr(;) = 	−ZÅ(;) Z;⁄ .  The equation (S4) describes the induced dipole moment for 
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HHG including electron-hole pair creation through the tunneling process and electron-hole motion 
due to the driving field.  For simplicity, we do not account for the spin-orbit coupling in this model. 
In order to derive the selection rule for HHG, we divide a(t) into two terms given by 
a(;) = Ç-(;)É- + ÇY(;)ÉY,         (S6) 
Ç±(;) = cℏ ∫ efghi Ñ±∗ (g) ∫ l;^jmg(;, ;^)n ∙ opqr(;′)tYu exp y−z ∫ l;^^ 3{mg(;, ;^^)n ℏ⁄tt} ~ + c. c., 
            (S7) 
Then, let us consider continuous-wave electric field along zigzag direction, where oÖÜáÖàápqr (;) =%O cos(Ω;) (É- + ÉY) √2⁄ , and the temporal-translation of the interband polarization	a(; + ä/2)  
(T = 2p / W) is given by 
Ç± ãt + T2ç
= − zℏé efghi Ñ±∗ m−èO, èêné l;^ÑOm−èO(;, ;^), èên%Ocos(Ω;^)tYu exp ë−z é l;^^ 3{m−èO(;, ;^^), èên ℏ⁄tt} í 
+c. c.,           (S8) 
èc(;, ;′) = èc + Äℏ ìc(;′) − Äℏ ìc(;). (i = x and y)      (S9) 
ÑO = (Ñ- + ÑY) √2⁄ .          (S10) 
Since the electronic system in TMDs without the driving field oÖÜáÖàápqr (;)	has a mirror symmetry 
plane normal to the x-axis (zigzag axis), the transition energy 3á and the dipole moment µ satisfy 
3ám−èO, èên = 3ámèO, èên,         (S11) 
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Ñ±m−èO, èên = −Ñ∓mèO, èên.        (S12) 
 These conditions do not supply any relation between Ç-(t) and ÇY(t) but give a relation between a(; + ä/2) and a(;) as follows: 
Ç± ãt + ä2ç
= − zℏé efghi Ñ∓∗ mèO, èêné l;^ÑOmèO(;, ;^), èên%Ocos(Ω;^)tYu expë−z é l;^^ 3{mèO(;, ;^^), èên ℏ⁄tt} í+ c. c.	 
= −Ç∓(t).           (S13) 
Since electric field of high-harmonics is approximately given by oïïñ(;) ∝ l/a(;) l;/⁄ , we can 
obtain Eq. (2) in the main text (%±òòô(;) = −%∓òòô(; + ö/)), resulting in parallel (x-polarized) odd-
order harmonics and perpendicular (y-polarized) even-harmonics that we observed in the 
experiments. 
Next, we consider the polarization of HHG with the armchair excitation. The electric field of 
the excitation is described with the polarization of the armchair direction (õ axis) of the mid-
infrared excitation, as oSú4ùûScúpqr (;) = %ê cos(Ω;) (É- + ÉY) √2z⁄ . In contrast to the zigzag 
excitation case, one can find a simple relation between Ç-(t) and ÇY(t) since the driving field is 
within the mirror symmetry plain.   Using the equations (S11) and (S12), the relation between Ç-(t) and ÇY(t) is given by 
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Ç±(t)
= zℏé efghi Ñ±∗ m−èO, èêné l;^Ñê y−èO, èê(;, ;^)~ %êcos(Ω;^)tYu exp ë−z é l;^^ 3{ y−èO, èê(;, ;^^)~ ℏ⁄tt} í+ c. c. 
= − zℏé efghi Ñ∓∗ mèO, èêné l;^Ñê yèO, èê(;, ;^)~ %êcos(Ω;^)tYu exp ë−z é l;^^ 3{ yèO, èê(;, ;^^)~ ℏ⁄tt} í 
+c. c.  
= −Ç∓(t),           (S14) 
Ñê = (Ñ- − ÑY) √2z⁄ .         (S15) 
As a result, one can deduce the rules: 
      %±òòô(;) = −%∓òòô(;)     (S16) 
Equation (S16) leads to the following equation: 
     %Oòòô(;) = 0,      (S17) 
This means that both even- and odd-order HHG emission appear with the parallel polarization (y-
polarized) in the case of armchair excitation.  
We briefly touch the reason why we can obtain the parallel-polarized even-harmonics although 
the motions of electron-hole pairs in the ranges 0 < ; < ä/2 and ä/2 < ; < ä are symmetric in 
the case of armchair excitation. The temporal-translation of the interband polarization	a(; + ä/2)  
is given by  
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Ç± yt + ö/~ =− cℏ ∫ efghi Ñ±∗ mèO, −èên ∫ l;^Ñê yèO, −èê(;, ;^)~ %êcos(Ω;^)tYu exp y−z ∫ l;^^ 3{ yèO, −èê(;, ;^^)~ ℏ⁄tt} ~ +c. c.            (S18) 
Since electronic system in TMDs has the time reversal symmetry, transition energy 3á and dipole 
moment µ satisfy 
3á(−g) = 3á(g),          (S19) 
Ñ±(−g) = Ñ∓∗ (g).          (S20)  
By combining equations (S11) and (S12) from the mirror symmetry, one can obtain 
3ámèO, −èên = 3ámèO, èên,         (S21) 
Ñ±mèO, −èên = −Ñ±∗ mèO, èên.        (S22) 
By using these relations, a(; + ä/2)  becomes 
Ç± ãt + ä2ç
= zℏé efghi Ñ±mèO, èêné l;^Ñê∗ yèO, èê(;, ;^)~ %êcos(Ω;^)tYu expë−z é l;^^ 3{ yèO, èê(;, ;^^)~ ℏ⁄tt} í+ c. c. 
= zℏé efghi °Ñ±(g)°é l;^°Ñ¢mg(;, ;^)n°£c§•±(g)Y•Uygmt,t}n~¶%êcos(Ω;^)tYu expë−z é l;^^ 3{mg(;, ;^^)n ℏ⁄tt} í 
+c. c.,            (S23) 
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Ñc = |Ñc|£c•ß.           (S24) 
On the other hand, a(;) can be written by 
Ç±(t) =
cℏ ∫ efghi °Ñ±(g)° ∫ l;^°Ñ¢mg(;, ;^)n°£Yc§•±(g)Y•Uygmt,t}n~¶%êcos(Ω;^)tYu exp y−z ∫ l;^^ 3{mg(;, ;^^)n ℏ⁄tt} ~ +®. ®. .            (S25) 
From the equations (S23) and (S24), it is clear that a(; + ä/2)	and		a(;) have a difference in the  
phase of the complex dipole moment such as ©™±(g) − ™êmg(;, ;^)n´, permitting the even-orders 
of HHG in the parallel polarization with the driving field, even though motions of the electron-
hole pair are symmetric in the case of armchair excitation .  
 
VI. Supplementary Note 5: Calculated dynamics of electrons and holes under 
mid-infrared excitation with the armchair polarization 
In the main text, we used the extended three-step model to examine the dynamics of electrons 
and holes with the zigzag-polarization excitation. Here, we discuss the dynamics for the armchair-
polarization excitation. Supplementary Figure S7a shows the group velocity map of the conduction 
band electrons in momentum space, as calculated with the tight binding model. With the armchair 
excitation (in the ky direction represented by the orange arrows), the wave packets of Bloch 
electrons are accelerated not only in the y direction but also in the x direction in real space, whereas 
they are accelerated only in the x direction with the zigzag excitation (in the kx direction 
represented by the green arrows). We regard a collision of an electron and hole as a pair whose 
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separation is smaller than 0.05	P. Here, we assume that these electron-hole pairs are generated at 
the N and N’ points at ; = 0, at which the positive peak of the incident light field occurs. We 
calculated the dynamics of a hole generated at (¨, õ) = (0,0) and several electrons generated at 
60 neighboring atomic sites in addition to the atomic site of the hole. We limited the collision time 
to a half cycle of the incident light field (0 < ; < ä/2). The two circles in Supplementary Figures 
S7b and S7c show the recombined electron-hole pairs in momentum space. Even with the armchair 
polarization, the electrons and holes recombine and HHG is emitted.  It is clear that the collision 
dynamics of the electrons and holes generated at the N points are equivalent to those at the N’ 
points as is clearly shown in Supplementary Figures S7b and S7c. This situation is reproduced by 
the theoretical model described in the Supplementary Note 4. However, we should also pay 
attention to the result that the phases of induced polarizations are different by p as shown in Eqn. 
(S14) in Supplementary Note 4. These results clearly predict that no HHG is observed with 
perpendicular polarization (zigzag) in the case of the armchair excitation, which is experimentally 
confirmed in Supplementary Figure S3.    
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Supplementary Figure S7 Calculation of dynamics for the armchair polarization. a Group 
velocity map of conduction band electrons calculated using tight-binding model. Orange (green) 
arrows represent the acceleration direction in the armchair (zigzag) polarization. b, c Recombined 
electron-hole pairs generated at 	N  and N’  in momentum space along armchair direction. The 
recombined electron-hole pairs created at the N (N’) point are represented as blue solid (red open) 
circles. The labels 1 and 2 indicate the two possible recombination paths at ; = 0.09ä and ; =0.26ä, respectively. 
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